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Date : 12/6/2016 

 

From,             

Smeeta Antony, 

1495 Wakefield Circle, 

Shakopee, 

MN -  55379 

 

To, 

Wes Abrahamson, 

200 Fourth Avenue West, 

Shakopee, Minnesota 55379. 

 

Sub :  A Victim of Crime – A Person you have seen so many times in the 

Courthouse – Reaching out for help. 

 

Dear Mr. Abrahamson, 
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My name is Smeeta Antony.  I am sure you don’t know me by name but I 

was very familiar face in the courthouse during April to October of this 

year.  I watched you cross examine at Joshua Sunblad’s trial and was 

very impressed with the cross-examination. You rang as an attorney 

who was highly detail oriented examining every forensic element and 

adversarial in style where it did not bother you to ask tough questions 

which I am sure is much easier to do in prosecuting shoes.  Today, I 

need to reach out to someone who has the ability to exercise their 

thinking cap on by examining the forensics, who can ask the same 

questions I have asked and see how apparent the story is when you ask 

those same questions.  

 

I am enclosing a picture of myself so that you recognize me.  

 

I was diagnosed with a SchizoAffective Disorder with mixed features of 

Bipolar I and Schizophrenia in 2012.  

 

My story began in 2010 right after Surgery. I began feeling stalked in 

large retail stores such as Walmart, and parking Lots. I was surrounded 

by people with cell phone texting on their phones around me making me 

feel stalked. I was made to feel like my phones were tapped, listening 
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devices were planted inside of the home and that I was being tailed. I 

called in how I felt into Law Enforcement Logging Reports. I have never 

had those experiences ever before in my Life. I had just come out of 

surgery. My marriage was non-existent that I truly needed to end, and I 

felt like I might have been implanted with some nano device given that I 

was suddenly out of the blue having as many stalking experiences.  I felt 

like that my husband may have set me up. I made a final trip back home 

to India where I used to live about 20 years ago and that I visited once 

every 2 years, to see how big the game was and to see how entrenched 

my family was in it. I returned to sever all ties with both my husband 

and family. I re-financed all assets since I was the primary driver of the 

earnings, redid the way all finances worked in the household and 

ensured that I could hang back and that the household could run on his 

finances alone. My Life has spiraled downhill since then. 

 

I exhibit a very rare kind of Psychotic Disorder.  I Rapid Cycle 

between screaming spews of profanity, extreme agitation where I am 

causing harm to self by hitting myself and banging objects around the 

house, punching walls with objects, responding to internal commands 

(i.e. command hallucinations)  screaming “ Smeeta I am going to kill 

you. I am going to get You”, crying, prolonged periods of high pitch 

giggles – uncontrollable laughter while muttering incoherent speech, 

extreme profanity just flowing out of my mouth completely out of my 
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control, talking to imaginary friends beginning each morning ONLY while 

I am IN the house or in the car  i.e. ONLY IN PRIVATE.  

 

I have this very rare personality disorder where I have the ability to 

SWTICH TO A VERY NORMAL CALM STATE when I step out of the 

house each single day for 6 ½ years straight.  

 

I spend an average of about 5 hrs in the community each day going 

about living my day to day life which can be corroborated by concrete 

evidence by virtue of my credit card statements alone that show I am 

out there spending, and testimony of my presence in the court house for 

the months April thru October. 

 

As per the police intake reports there are only 2 psychotic episodes 

logged in the community in 2015 - 5 years into my mental illness – No 

Reports Prior to 2015 -  corroborated by a copy of the police reports.   

 

How can woman RAPID CYCLE between as many states each day 

and be so CALM outside the home when she is so intensely ill inside 

of the house?  
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I have been exhibiting this BIZZARE behavior for 6 years straight 

now since 2010. 

 

I draw a close parallel between my story and the Hospital Always Wins 

in term of what Paranoid Schizophrenia is. Isa’s story in the Hospital 

Always Wins is that of a man who one day rides the train and begins to 

feel like every glance within the train is sending a message to him. He is 

so overwhelmed by the fear of what he feels that he rides the train for 

hours. He goes home and he begins to flip thru the channels and he 

feels like the FBI and the CIA is communicating with him thru every 

channel and winds up talking back to those voices in the T.V.  He is so 

overwhelmed that he withdraws into social isolation. His fear and social 

isolation gives rise to extreme agitation that he begins to scream at 

people visiting him which causes his family and friends to withdraw 

from him. After weeks of shutting himself in his room as a result of the 

fear and the emotional reactions he was experiencing, one day he 

begins to see pure evil in his mother face, needs to exercise the demon 

inside of him and winds up killing her. 

 

I recognize that my experience at Walmart the day after surgery, with 

what I felt draws a very close parallel to Isa’s Story where I felt that 
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people with their cell phones around me were trying to hurt me or 

intimidate me. I also recognize that the wiretapping I felt can be 

construed as Schizophrenia. I also recognize that my need to sever my 

relationships with my husband and family i.e. my parents shortly after 

what I felt can be seen as a symptom of my illness. 

 

I also recognize that when a woman who is earning a very high salary as 

high as 200,000, unexpectedly quits her job it can be very easily seen as 

a manifestation of her ill mind with very little thought to the 

consequences and or impacts to the household when such a high 

earning is taken out of the equation which is very much a symptom of 

her ill mind tied to the delusions of her mind. 

 

However, how do I explain the rest?  

 

 She rapidly declined the day after surgery. She experienced an 

explosive onset of her illness inspite of no history of 

Schizophrenia in her family. 

 She made a very reasoned choice in 2010 when she took her 

earnings out of the equation in 2010.  When someone quits their 

job, most reasoned individuals put a plan in place. She put a plan 
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in place where all her finances were re-done. She refinanced 

mortgage payments, car payments, medical insurance payments, 

put a budget plan in place and ensured her earnings were not 

needed. She has always countered this allegation by showing that 

their savings as of March 2011, was 16,000 and as of March 2012 

was 40,000 showing that there were no impacts to the household 

by taking her earnings out of the equation.  

 My emotional and physical abuse amplified after I severed ties 

with my husband and chose to live in the same household in a 

separate bedroom for the sake of my children which is the case 

with most Domestic Violence Cases where the abuse amplifies 

after a woman severs a relationship. 

 It can be argued that the physical and emotional abuse that I have 

endured is that of a delusional sick mind who has no concept of 

reality because I did not or could not produce concrete evidence 

of bruises and cuts as a result of the abuse endured which many 

women are not in a position to produce for continual slaps or 

shoves or other intimidation tactics unless the abuse is that 

severe. 

 I was involuntarily committed in 2012, on grounds of the stalking 

experiences that I called into Law Enforcement in 2010. My 

paperwork also laid out how my brain was manifesting my 

paranoia in many reactionary ways. Inside of the house my 
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husband reported that it was regular routine for me to go into the 

bathroom each morning, talk to myself, scream profanity and 

laugh hysterically. After I was done exercising my demon in there, 

I would head downstairs, trash objects, slap myself, punch walls 

and continue to scream profanity. 

 He neglected to state that right after, I would step outside the 

home, I would drop my kids off to school, walk them into their 

classrooms, spend some time at school, go about living my life in 

the community – grocery shopping, meeting with accountants, 

financial consultants, be at educational stores, museums, parks, 

take my kids to activities and have at least an hr face time with a 

3rd party instructor and my kids, volunteer at school activities  and 

there would be not one episode outside the home. Most of the 

places that I visit are kid friendly places that if I had an episode in 

there, there would be some sort of intake process initiated. The 

absence of it in the police reports is proof of the fact that no 

episodes occurred in the community from 2010 till my committal 

in 2012. 

 He never even feigned surprise at such an anomaly for 2 years 

straight before he committed me nor does the mention of such an 

anomaly exist in my paperwork. 

 The psychiatrist asked for a Jarvis Order ordering neuroleptics 

right away just on the grounds of my husband’s statements alone. 
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Not once did he inquire into what my life was like outside the 

home nor did he wonder about why I did not have those 

experiences outside of the home. 

 Not once did a Psychiatrist or a case worker wonder or think 

about the involuntary reactions of a Paranoid Schizophrenic brain. 

She is a woman who is dictated by her hallucinations as clearly 

stated in her paperwork. Her paperwork clearly states, that she is 

paranoid, she believes the T.V, and microwave is controlling her, 

she believes that everyone from the outside is watching her, her 

paranoia is so intense that she cannot even keep the blinds apart, 

She has to draw them shut.  She is so overwhelmed by the fear of 

what she is going thru that she manifests it buy reacting in many 

different ways inside of the home. Yet this woman so 

overwhelmed by paranoia inside of the home who is screaming at 

imaginary friends in her environment, who is talking back to them, 

who is hitting herself, who is laughing uncontrollably, who is 

hysterical can step out each day and walk amongst people for as 

long as 5 hrs and is not overwhelmed by it. She is not reacting in 

the same way that she reacts at home.  Glances of people do not 

bother her. People around her do not bother her. She is out 

everyday and her behavior on the outside is that consistent and 

yet she is committed in 2012 with no questions asked. 
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 The court appointed attorney during my committal refused to 

cross examine any witnesses.  The mental health commitment 

paperwork shows my attorney’s handwritten notes but not any 

cross-examination questions posed by the court appointed 

attorney. It also fails to call out that court appointed case workers 

simply wrote down the testimony offered by my husband and his 

best friend without challenging them about why she did not 

exhibit those symptoms in other kid friendly places and if she did 

why did those instructors at school or other activities not call it in. 

It also failed to call out the lack of guidance and the lack of due 

process that she endured in 2012, thereby ensuring the paperwork 

always painted a delusional paranoid mind to anyone reading it.  I 

was ordered to stay on medication for 6 months as a result 

thereof in spite of no observations in the community. The 

committal was lifted within 4 months for which I did not receive 

any paperwork and as a result of not receiving any orders, I was 

forced to stay on harsh toxic medication for 9 months straight 

enduring all the side effects. 

 I was stolen of every piece of jewelry in 2013. The value of the 

jewelry stolen was $70,000 to which my parents attested to its 

value as it was a wedding gift from them. 

 I was financially taken over by my husband where I was forced to 

go to him for my basic needs.  Proof of such an event transpiring 
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can be seen as that the accounts were held jointly prior to 2013 

and post 2013 they were not. This event is minimized by case 

workers that state that financial responsibility was simply shifted 

over to a husband who was of sound mental health. How can the 

fact that a woman who had insight into what went on with the 

finances and all decisions in the household prior to 2013, who 

managed it all and who now did not have any insight into even 

what he earned or any decision post 2013 not be seen as a 

takeover?  

 Why is a financial takeover not a classic ploy to exercise control 

over a victim especially one that just got out of committal, who is 

now formally declared a paranoid Schizophrenic by the medical 

community, who by any definition has no one to go to for any kind 

of help, who was denied all help and is now stolen of every cent 

as a result of the burglary? What kind of position is that woman in 

and when a husband takes away everything that she is engaged in 

and forces her to go to him for his basic needs inspite of no 

evidence of any misuse of funds or any irresponsible decision 

when she managed it all. What does such takeover to a mentally 

ill woman mean?  

 I was continually GASLIGHT and goaded by my husband following 

me around trying to pick an argument regardless of how hard I 

would try to stay away where I would be forced to lock myself in 
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the room with my kids which always resulted in a call to 911 

calling in a mentally ill mother locked in a room with her kids and 

the threat she posed as a result thereof. 

 He would continually try to goad me and render me emotionally 

unstable by moving little things around, loose my credit cards, 

take away my favorite channels, let maids go, refuse to train the 

dogs so I would clean after them. 

 A Schizophrenic brain is a brain overloaded with sensory stimuli. 

Why should the stench of the poop, puke and pee not bother a 

Schizophrenic who has an amplified sense of smell, hearing, touch 

and sight? 

 One such incident necessitated a committal in 2014, however the 

case did not meet the involuntary commitment criteria and was 

shut down. My parents who were in town attested to the incident 

where they were willing to attest as eye-witnesses to my husband 

goading and stalking me for almost an entire week. 

 I went thru immense amounts of electronic harassment where my 

devices were continually hacked into or slowed down, interrupted 

or fried. I opened a maintenance contract with Best Buy to deal 

with the continual hacking but was able to find no relief. 

 After 4 years of no episodes in the community in spite of what I 

lived at home in terms of the episodes I experienced, I 
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experienced 2 explosive episodes, one in the school auditorium 

where I stood in the back of the concert and screamed profanity 

and the other in a church choir performance in March and May of 

2015. Why would I after 4 years of rapid cycling on the inside of 

the house and not experiencing any episodes outside of the house 

suddenly out of the blue experience 2 such explosive episodes in 

the community 5 years into my mental illness?  

 I was served a Divorce Proceeding in November of 2015 

necessitating I discharge my parental duties effective 

immediately. I was taken out of the equation with regard to my 

children’s lives on all fronts on the basis of the explosive episodes 

transpired in 2015 and past mental health history for which there 

were no documented observations from a 3rd party source. 

Everything that I was a part of and that I was so proud of was 

ensured that it got taken away. 

 Most Patterns that I instilled in them since they were 3 with the 

dream to raise them as all rounders, to see them as my stars of 

the show were deliberately canned. Was that not intended to 

affect me? The Exparte was served on 11/20/2015. The 

Temporary Order went into effect on 12/15/2015. All Decisions 

were swift and immediate and were executed by my husband 

between 11/20/2015 and 12/15/2015. How prepared was he?  
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 I had no choice but to comply with the order where I was granted 

96 hrs of parenting time in a month. When I chose to comply with 

the order and stay out of their lives and simply stick to the time I 

was allotted, I got portrayed as a mother devoid of any attachment 

as I did not put on any emotional displays nor did they see any 

emotional displays come on which should be a core symptom of a 

Schizophrenic. So they chose to portray me as cold, devoid of 

emotion mother – a true Schizoid Profile. 

 He portrayed himself as a man with very limited funds inspite of 

earning $15,000 a month. He ensured that I got paid out only a 

$1000 spousal support. He ensured that a mother’s absence was 

not felt by inviting parents from abroad and ensuring that a 

perfect family was setup for 6 months straight so that a mother 

would be a very dispensable commodity to her young children’s 

lives. He ensured that he spent the summer having vacations with 

his parents and children making sure they were part of the perfect 

family inspite of continually portraying how stressed he was and 

how financially hit he was and the overwhelming concern he had 

for his ill wife. His exact words in his Affidavit were “I cannot 

imagine what this divorce might do to her and how she might 

harm the kids.”  

 The evaluators did not want to seem to take into account the 

husbands psychopathic profile , his lack of support, his emotional 
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and physical abuse, his lack of questions, his lack of effort to 

study her illness and instead wanted to focus on her need to stay 

compliant with the order and her need to stick to her allotted 

times portraying it as her lack of emotional attachment while 

disregarding her ability to brook no interference into their lives 

and disregarding that in cases of an OFP staying compliant with 

an order is the best choice to make.  

 The allegations against me were that I am a very rigid obsessive 

woman dictated by my ill mind. How can a woman who has been 

shut down on every effort to bring her case before the court, who 

was ensured of no participation in her children’s lives as she had 

the right to only decide on her time and not on joint time, who is a 

schizophrenic bipolar mind, who has been this ill on the inside of 

the home for almost 6 years ,who is continually defamed and 

criticized, who is ensured of a system who does not ask any 

questions, who is ensured of a system who renders a decision on 

statements alone, who has very little resources and no experience 

not have any episodes come on when it is an emotional 

experience to have your efforts continually shut down 

especially when she is such a dysregulated emotional mind? 

 Law Enforcement Tailing Amplified since the Divorce Proceeding. 

When they tailed me needlessly and cited me needlessly, I chose 

to take them to court which amplified the tailing which I have 
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continued to battle.  During my court experiences, no one has 

seen profanity, hysteria or any kind of emotional rage come on. 

 Police Reports do not read any support of any victimization 

endured. It only reads that I am a mentally ill woman who has no 

insight into her illness.  Why would such a demeanor not 

strengthen an abuser? 

 Inspite of being mentally ill, I think she would recognize being 

slapped, shoved bullied and intimidated. Police Reports read no 

recognition of any of it inspite of written statements from me. 

 Police Reports read that my mental health profile is publicly listed. 

Police Reports read that they communicated with only my 

husband at the time of the burglary because I was mentally ill. 

 I spend half a day in court since the divorce proceeding taking in 

different trails, studying the law and no one has seen any hysteria, 

profanity, any agitation or explosive episodes come on. 

 Yet, the custody evaluation reports will read all the very same 

symptoms as laid out in my committal paperwork with no 

questions asked as it is not their role to be asking questions but 

to simply report testimony as stated by them. Why do I experience 

such intense psychosis only within the confines of a home? What 

is it that is on the inside of the home that brings it on? Why is it 

that the stressor that is present on the inside of the house does 
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not exist on the outside of the home especially when the tenure is 

as long as 6 ½ years? 

 A recent forensic examination of my hair sample shows that I am 

exposed to radiation. The call and the report can be found on the 

attached flash drive. 

 

Even though my initial experiences draw a very close parallel to that 

of a paranoid Schizophrenic’s mind Am I that delusional or paranoid 

or Am I a Victim? 

 

Do technologies not exist where a victim’s life can be rendered 

worthless? Why is the first thought Schizophrenia when as per the 

United States Department of Justice Stats - about 7.5 million Americans 

are stalked each year, Higher Percentages are Women, 10% of victims 

GPS tracked and electronically harassed, 11% of stalking victims have 

been stalked for 5 years or more, and Majority of the victims are stalked 

by someone they know - 40% reported friends and family. 76% reported 

as intimate partner femicide. 89% of femicide victims reported being 

stalked and abused in the 12months prior to murder. There is a huge 

intersect between domestic violence and organized stalking as reported 

by the United States Department of Justice on all their publications 

published on the Stalking Resource Center as well as the Community 
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Oriented Policing Services (Department of Justice). There is a huge 

intersect between Domestic Violence, Burglary, Mental Health and other 

Contexts that may have transpired in the Victims Life. It is the job of 

the system to chain those contexts so that the larger picture is 

revealed. Aren’t there enough contexts in my innocent life? Am I that 

Paranoid? 

 

If I state that I have electricity running thru me continually, my guess is 

that no one will buy me even though a lab report states that I am 

exposed to radiation since I am a Paranoid Schizophrenic who is 

exhibiting such a rare disorder. 

 

Yet, the system is very comfortable rendering decisions based on my 

soon to be ex-husband’ statements alone because he is not diagnosed 

with a mental health disorder. Why did the diagnosis of a Paranoid 

Schizophrenic not render a tactical advantage to him to such a degree 

where she cannot even present her case without true concrete evidence 

when only his statements will do.  

 

Along with this Letter, I have enclosed an external drive containing 

recordings of myself for the months of September and October.  
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In these videos, you will see a woman who is trying very hard to work at 

her desk. She is either typing at her computer or is trying to read some 

paperwork at her desk.  While she is trying hard to work you will see : 

 Her chair move back, she whips around and begins to spew 

extreme profanity at someone in the environment. After she is 

done screaming profanity at someone in her environment, she is 

able to return back to work and continue to stay working. 

 After a few minutes of reprieve, her chair moves back and she 

breaks into uncontrollable laughter while utter gibberish spews out 

of her mouth. 

 She goes back to work. She is trying really hard to work again and 

she explodes again. 

 

You have seen me in court. You have watched me type at my laptop 

as you walk down the hallways. You have seen me read in the 

hallways or read in the courtrooms or take in trials. Why don’t I 

explode into laughter and into profanity?  
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Watch these videos closely. She is a woman simply trying to work at her 

desk and her brain fires and the reaction comes on. Why won’t this 

woman exhibit the same reaction inside of the courtroom? 

 

What happened to me on that surgery table especially when I declined 

the day after surgery? How am I wrong to believe that I was implanted 

with something? The reality is that today with technology even if you are 

not implanted with anything all it takes is to place a device that can be 

triangulated in and that emits a radio wave frequency rendering a brain 

vulnerable to psychosis. It does not take too much to triangulate your 

body signature either. There are pieces of software available 

downloadable to your cell phone that can scan your biofeedback and 

upload it to a central location open to any hacker to hack into you. Any 

device can be remotely turned on and turned against you. 

 

In the light of the fact that I am exposed to radiation, why is my 

brain not being constantly stimulated? 

 

You place the rare scientific phenomena in the context of a larger 

picture of a woman who was ensured of a mental health diagnosis, who 

was forcibly denied attorney representation, who was stolen of every 
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cent, who  was financially taken over in every way possible, who was 

ensured of a maid of the household, who was ensured of no help from 

the system courtesy her mental health making an abuser so much 

stronger when he is so aware of how helpless she is – Why does that 

not reek motive?  

 

Why was the Divorce Proceeding not a tactical move and an 

advantage when it was based on the grounds of his success with 

the system in the past?  

 

My husband as per his statement states that he has lived in grave threat 

every minute of his life for 6 ½ years? He not only feared his life, he also 

feared for his innocent children’s lives. 

 

Would I be paranoid to question why a man who lived in grave threat of 

his life for 6 ½ years straight, would want to live with me for 6 ½ years 

since 2010?  

 

Why would a father who was so responsible and loving not take care 

of his innocent girls and ensure that I not have anything to do with 

them prior?   
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Why would he want them to be exposed to me for 6 years straight? If it 

was his support for me, where was the support when attorney 

representation was denied, when I was stolen of every cent, when he 

deliberately ensured I would get paid out at his will and ensured I have 

no insight into even what he earned, why refuse to train dogs where I 

am the maid of the house cleaning after them, why let maids go? Is that 

not emotional abuse intended to affect me? How did that amount as 

support?  

 

Why ensure that everything I instilled in them got canned even before 

temporary order was ruled especially when it was to important to me? 

Was that intent to affect me? Would I be paranoid to assume that he 

banked on a court appointed investigation that banks on mental health 

records and my girl’s ability to make a statement that would count in 

court once they are of a certain age?  

 

Why not appoint a private investigator who would offer video 

surveillance and offer proof of my demonic behavior to the courts or to a 

psychiatrist to comprehend what is wrong with his wife? Why would he 

not want to offer videos to a psychiatrist and question the split 

personality behavior especially in light of how much was stolen from the 
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home if he is so naïve where he is just not able to comprehend 

Schizophrenia?   

 

Why would even thought that someone is trying to hurt her not even 

remotely cross his mind? Is he so naïve that he is just not able to 

comprehend the split personality I have lived? If he so naïve what kind 

of support has he rendered to his mentally ill wife besides taking over 

every decision in the household and ensuring that she was the maid of 

the household? 

 

I have spent months studying schizophrenia and put myself thru every 

diagnostic testing that I could avail of on any research program I could 

get into as no member in the medical community could offer me any 

testing , while fighting the divorce proceeding. Thru my stay in these 

research programs, I shared these videos and asked for opinions as to 

whether they have seen a schizophrenic demon like what they saw in 

the videos for which I received no answer. There were no reactions? 

Why is the medical community not horrified?   

 

I flew into John Hopkins Baltimore and attended a Schizophrenia 

Research Program, that studied the alpha 7 nicotinne receptor binding  
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in the brain of Schizophrenics. The program involved me taking blood 

tests, urine tests, cognitive testing, MRI, a PET scan and a spinal tap to 

study the inflammatory markers in the brain.  It was a 2-day study 

program. Inspite of being a paranoid schizophrenic, that freaks at even 

the sight of a cell phone as per my husband’s testimony in court, as 

many needles over a 2 day study did not bring on any episodes. The 

videos were shared with the principal coordinator of the program Dr. 

Coughlin.   

 

I attended a similar study in the University of Minnesota who performs 

cognitive testing ,  over a span of 3 days via a 2-3 hr interview and 

computerized testing studying the cognition of Schizophrenics. I shared 

the videos with the principal psychiatrist Dr. Agnus McDonald (612-626-

8663) and got nothing but stoic reactions from watching the horror of 

the videos as he did not necessarily want to share an opinion.  

 

As per Police Reports, my neighbors in the community have been quick 

to call in rash driving habits inspite of no evidence gathered and inspite 

of speed trailers parked in the community. This year I have been cited 

because there were drivers on the freeway calling in reports about rash 

driving even though my driving record shows no rash behavior. The 2 
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public episodes one in school and one in church resulted in very 

immediate intake reports to child protection. 

 

It seems strange that there are no intake reports between 2010 and 

2015 calling in my demonic delusional behavior in the community where 

I am exhibiting profanity, hysteria or the need to respond internal stimuli 

when the typical behavior is for people to be quick to call in reporting 

unusual behavior. 

 

I also flew into New York and hand delivered the videos of recording on 

me and my story to the NBC mail center to see if I would receive a 

response and received a call from someone living in New York stating 

that the flash drive was trashed in his yard. He wondered if I would like 

to have it back and was sorry for what I was going thru?  Do you think a 

journalist would deliver it to someone’s yard or a delivery boy that I 

hand delivered it to would be interested enough to trash it into 

someone’s yard. Why are there no reactions? Anything and everything 

horrifies the media – Does it not? Why aren’t there any to see a woman 

this lunatic?  
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I also sent a letter to Randy McAllister who is a detective sergeant in 

the Twin Cities Area and a principal at Minnesota Threat Professionals 

– an agency used by court systems to assess the level of threat a victim 

experiences in criminal cases. They have partnered with the legal 

system and testified in many cases.  

 

He is a detective sergeant. I received absolute silence from him. Why is 

he or anyone at his agency not horrified after seeing this videos. I am 

also attaching a copy of the Fedex Receipt showing that I did indeed 

mail out a letter to him. Do people want to help now? Do the people who 

have seen the hell first hand want to call it in now?  

 

I also met with a neurologist, thru Park Nicollet (Dr. Worley) who offered 

me a 24 hr Brain EEG.  The videos for 8-30 and 8-31 on the external 

flash drive will show me wearing the EEG Gear to an Apple store in 

Edina having normal conversations while I was in the store trying to fix 

my ipad. I get home, I am still wearing the headgear trying to get to 

some of the recordings and all hell breaks loose. I am screaming 

profanity and am under heavy attack. The EEG results however pick up 

nothing. The reports from the nuerologist office show that the readings 

are absolutely normal. Why? You can see the videos on the external 
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flash drive. They are labeled “Evidence Psychosis – Day of EEG – Head 

Gear does not pick up the Psychosis” 

 

You may ask as to why I did not share the video recordings with the 

neurologist. My entire life went thru hell and was amplified every step of 

the way because the system refused to examine statements and ask 

simple questions. A simple question as to how medically feasible is to 

have no observations in the community when she lives her life out there 

daily is more than enough to see something is amiss. When you paint 

that in the light of the abuse and the fact that she has nothing left the 

picture is as clear as night and day. Since the system refused to ask 

those questions, I have very insistently asked those questions as it 

was important for me to see what answers the medical community 

had on statements alone since it was so good at rendering a 

diagnosis on the grounds of statements alone without any questions.  

 

I have also sent these recordings to the Department of Human 

Services asking for them to offer me their ability of an extended 

diagnostic testing which provides an ability to observe me in home and 

observe me in places of the community or place of work to see for 

themselves as to why my episodes come on only at home.  
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I was rendered a Paranoid Schizophrenic amongst other symptomatic 

behavior that I exhibit because I chose to see my family as my enemy 

with intent to hurt me. 

 

My parents visited me in 2011, 2012 and 2014. They stayed with me for 

2-3 months during each of those years. What kind of parents are they 

when they see me react like you see me do in these videos and watch 

me step out of the home and not exhibit any episodes for 6 years 

straight? They have spent 2-3 months for each of those years which is 

long enough to observe me and see what is bringing on those episodes. 

When they see a woman doing a dish, mopping the floor and watches 

her brain just explode spewing profanity and never sees her brain 

explode on the outside of her home, do u think very educated parents 

would not wonder why?  

 

My father is a P.H.D. in organic chemistry, my mother is an M.B.A – a 

gold medalist. My father retired as a CTO of a very huge multinational in 

Saudi Arabia and has globe trotted the entire world, presenting across 

the world and negotiating contracts across the world. Why would such a 

man not be surprised when attorney representation was denied?  He 

appointed himself as a guardian during my committal in 2012. Not 

once do any records indicate any questions from him. Not once is there 
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any effort on his part to study if these are symptoms of true 

schizophrenia. Not once did he even feign surprise at the lack of 

episodes in the community. Why would that not get an abuser stronger? 

What kind of message did he send my soon to be ex-husband?  Not 

once are there any records of any questions posed by him wondering 

about why I was stolen of everything especially when there is no 

scientific explanation for my illness? Not once are there any records of 

any effort at his end to free me from the arms of an abuser. Why can’t 

that be seen as some sort of partnership that exists between my father 

and him by me? In light of what has transpired, am I that paranoid to 

view it as the picture simply just does not add up?  

 

So I ended it and sent them a letter and flash drive,  with the same 

videos asking for them to study it.  

  

I am also attaching a letter that I sent out to my parents with proof of a 

Fedex receipt proving that I sent them a letter and the videos of the hell 

I go thru on a daily basis. I would love to see the intense need that they 

might experience to protect their daughter’s life causing for them to fly 

in on an emergency basis rushing me into the care of a specialist or a 

private investigator - so that can get to the bottom of the truth ASAP.  
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The drive also contains most cell phone recordings as I am trying to 

work from home. It is important to note that after I am done screaming 

and laughing hysterically that I seem to have the ability to speak 

normally  on these cell phone recordings and seem to have the ability to 

comprehend normally. I am just done experiencing an episode. Why 

does another episode not come on while I am on call?  

 

Why did I reach out to You?  
 

You work for the County Attorney’s Office. You sit in prosecuting shoes 

who is trained to have the mind to see forensic elements of a case. If 

you put yourself in my shoes, I think u should be able to see I am a 

woman under attack at home as there is just not an explanation for me 

to not display this behavior on the outside of the home. If not anything 

else I hope it leaps out that I am a Victim of Domestic Violence who has 

very unexplainably suffered a set of events for a very long tenure with 

no explanation. 

 

The Victims Advocate Office is part of your office. If I send this letter 

and videos to Law Enforcement, my guess is that Law Enforcement 

would need to work with your office to open an investigation. You also 

know me as you have seen me in the Courthouse. My hope is that once 
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you see these videos and watch me live the hell that I live every minute 

of my life and read the letter that depicts the events that have 

transpired that you might be able to exercise your influence in the 

Victims Advocate Office to open an investigation.   

 

I am also attaching a few articles that says it all and is truly a reflection 

of my story: 

 

 Targeted Individual – Shows how a program can work by using 

friends and family and technology to wreck a person’s life.  Texts 

are highlighted making it easy to read. 

 

 Effects of Radiation – Shows Psychosis and Tissue Excitability as 

a side effect of exposure to Radiation amongst other reactions 

that one can experience 

 

 When Stalking Comes to Work for you – A Statement from Dallas 

PD, Family Violence Units founds on COPS guidelines website 

stating that it is very possible to make an individual feel like 

devices are talking to you using technology. Sections are 

highlighted to make it easy to read. 
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 An Abstract from Stalking Resource Center showing what Law 

Enforcement should do so that individual contexts can be chained 

to see the larger picture and how they should help a victim build 

her case. 

 

 True Cases of Crime as a result of mind control, electromagnetic 

waves stimulation -  

 

 A Court Case Win of acquiring the right forensic experts to 

detect electromagnetic fields that can render a victim’s 

life worthless – Kathleen Watterson, Court Case Win.  

 

 James Walbert a true case in the United States Court of 

nano implants which he was lucky enough to be able to 

detect but the reality is that they are dissolvable and often 

time not detectable  

 

 

Contacts & References 

a. Johnny K (952-496-8702) -  IMP Reference as he seen me on a 

daily basis at Court since April till my Trial most mornings. 
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b. Sherriff Don Ennenga  – 612-490-2461 – He has seen me on a 

daily basis since April till My Trial Completed on 10/20/2016 at 

Court for ½ a day taking in trials to study the process.  

 

I have also attached an appendix page of contacts and references in the 

community that you can reach out to if you feel like you need more. The 

above 2 listed from my stand point speak to very simply me having the 

ability to step into the courthouse calm as I worked thru a very stressful 

divorce proceeding that was causing me to exercise the demonic spirit 

only inside of the home. After my brain, had experienced that much 

psychosis, I had the ability to remain calm and take in the trial 

proceeding inside of the court house without any episode coming on for 

a period of 5 months straight. The tenure in itself speaks for itself. 

 

The drive contains a few folders beginning with Evidence – Psychosis 

which shows recordings of me at home. It contains a copy of Police 

Reports, a copy of medical records, a copy of the Exparte Order, a copy 

of the Letter Sent to the Department of Human Services, a copy of the 

Letter Sent to Doctors I could avail of in the medical community, a copy 

of my appointment log showing all my appointments in the community 

as proof of no episodes in the community, a copy of the call stating that 

I am exposed to Radiation, a copy of Letters sent to my parents 
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requesting them to take it to a Psychiatrist and any opinions I could 

avail of Psychiatrists in the medical community at least forcing them to 

state that it truly is unusual and that they have not seen a case where 

they see a woman this ill on the inside of the home and have the ability 

to exercise self-control on the outside of the home.  I was able to 

accomplish at least that after living nothing but sheer hell as a victim of 

the worst kind of crime imaginable rendered by my very own in silence 

for the sake of 2 innocent lives that I chose to raise in this hell hole. 


